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Being one of the oldest enterprises of Russian radio industry, the
JSC "Sarapulsky Radiozavod" has travelled a long way from
manufacture of telegraph to a batch production of military
communication means of new generation.

The factory was based
in St.. Petersburg as
branch of a Berlin
rm - factory of telegraph
and telephone equipment
"K. Lorentz"

"K. Lorentz" factory was
transformedin «Petrograd
Electrotechnic factory of
Military Engineering
Department »

The factory was transferred
to Moscow and transformed
into "The First State
electrotechnic factory".

In history of formation and development of the Russian radio industry surprising
pages belong to the JSC "Sarapulsky Radiozavod". The enterprise worked at
ground zero of radio creation and for about a century works for increasing of
defensibility of the country. For more than a century history the factory has acquired
distinction as the developer and the manufacturer of high-quality radio equipment.
We are proud not only of our glorious past. Today, huge experience and selﬂess
work of the team-oriented staﬀ allow to develop and produce the equipment, which
does not have analogues in Russia with qualitatively new possibilities on
processing, operative delivery and information protection, to create highly eﬀective
systems and complexes of radio-electronic communication for power departments.
New-generation equipment provides not only enterprise loading, ﬁnancial and
social stability of its staﬀ. First of all it guarantees execution of diﬃcult tactical
problems of national security precautions and the saves lives of the staﬀ of Special
forces.
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The factory was renamed
in "Moselectric". It played a
denite role in development
of broadcast networks
of cities and villages.

The factory has been
awarded with the Order
of Lenin for fulllment
of the rst ve years'
plan for 2..5 years.

The factory has been
evacuatedto the city of
Sarapul; during
the Great Patriotic War
manufactured radio
equipment for aircraft
and tanks

In May, 1943, the factory
has got an a Order of the
Labour Red Banner

At the present time at the factory manufacture of the complicated intellectual
components for unmanned aerial vehicle is developed and extends; there are also
some other projects attractive to investors. We take a course on sharp increase of
production volume, as well as expansion of market and the nomenclature of serial
products and facilities under design. In the job we bear on reliable partners as in
sphere of material support, so in the course of creation of diﬃcult modern complexes
of defence equipment. Thanks to our constant partners we face the future with
conﬁdence and are always open for new beneﬁcial co-operation.

The enterprise has
been privatised
and transformed in
the joint-stock company
"Sarapulsky Radiozavod "

Since 2010 Joint-stock company
«Sarapulsky radio factory»
(JSC "СРЗ")
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The enterprise of integrated works
JSC "Sarapulsky Radiozavod" is the unique enterprise of the branch with full life cycle
of high-tech production: from the moment of reception of a technical project or revealing
of the market requirements to manufacturing of products.
The enterprise has all necessary technical and industrial structures where high
technologies and the new technics are actively intruded.

Production cycle of JSC "SRZ"
includes the following stages:
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ
џ

acceptance test;
blank production;
metal working;
intrusion molding and metal casting;
galvanics, paint and vanish;
assembling;
test station;
maintenance of products in operation.

џ
џ
џ
џ

ОСОБЕННОСТИ:
own design engineering bureau;
own blank production;
certiﬁed line for products check
on real communication.

Radio sets and options
The JSC "Sarapulsky Radiozavod" has wide experience on working out and manufacture of radio
communication means for power structures of the RF. Among the output product there are portable and vehicle HF
and FM radio sets ("Arbalet" and "Akveduk" complexes), and also accessories to the radio stations (portable control
panels, LF ampliﬁers, all versions of antennas, antenna ﬁlter units , heat abstractors, antenna masts etc.).

Antenna feeder system and masts
Antenna feeder systems and masts are intended for operation jointly with FM radio sets and transceiving radio
equipment; they are at home on vehicles and stationary objects.
The JSC "Sarapulsky Radiozavod" today have deserved authority with the defensive complex of Russia,
delivering reliable equipment in optimum terms and operatively reacting on inquiries of the customer. Besides
manufacturing, at the factory there are full support of products: from installation up to maintenance. With a view of
strengthening of the technical base necessary for working out and production, meeting the requirements of the
Russian and international standards, the enterprise invests heavily in line of business. It allows to execute great
volumes of orders and feel conﬁdent about the future.
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AKVEDUK

«Р-168-25У» VEHICULAR RADIO SET

Purpose

COMPLEX OF THE HF AND FM RADIO SETS

The Р-168-25У vehicular FM radio set provides open and secure radio communication in the radio network of tactical level
at mounting on wheeled or tracked vehicles with board mains of 27V.
Types of Operation:
FM telephony;
16 Kbps secure voice telephony;
secure data reception and transmission at the rate from 1.2 to 16 Kbps.
Modes of Operation:
simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
frequency hopping;
automatic adaptive communication;
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies of a selected channel;
repeating (in case of additional radio mean availability);
operation with noise suppressor;
standby reception;
operation with pulse interference suppressor;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception and transmission of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
control by the remote control unit (Р-168ПУ, Р-168 СПУ-2 or Р-168СПУ-3) via the cable of up to 10 m length;
control by remote PC via the RS-232C interface;
automated functional testing.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV, better than
spurious receive channels attenuation, dB, more than
output power of the transmitter (three levels), W, more than
rejection of sinusoidal component of the transmitter
frequency at 10% oﬀset, dB, more than
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
communication range, km, more than:
*in motion with the P-168БШДА antenna
*at station with the P-168 ШДАМ antenna
relative frequency deviation, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
dimensions, mm
weight of the operating set, kg, less than
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30…107.975
25
1.0
80
0.02; 7.0; 40.0
50
7
20
40
±2x10-6
4000
minus 40….+ 60
428x222x239
27
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AKVEDUK

“Р-168-100У” VEHICULAR RADIO SET

Purpose

COMPLEX OF HF AND FM RADIO SETS

The Р-168-100У vehicular FM radio set provides open and secure radio communication in the radio network of tactical
level at mounting on wheeled or tracked vehicles with board mains of 27V.
Types of Operation:
FM telephony;
16 Kbps secure voice telephony;
secure data reception and transmission at the rate from 1.2 to 16 Kbps.
Modes of Operation:
simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
single- and multi-channel operating modes;
frequency hopping;
duplex with time division of channels;
automatic adaptive communication;
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies of a selected channel;
repeating (in case of additional radio mean availability);
operation with noise suppressor;
standby reception;
operation with pulse interference suppressor;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception and transmission of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
control by the remote control unit (Р-168ПУ, Р-168 СПУ-2 or Р-168СПУ-3) via the cable of up to 10 m length;
control by remote PC via the RS-232C interface;
automated functional testing.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV
response of spurious receive channels, dB, more than
output power of the transmitter (four levels), W, more than
rejection of sinusoidal component of the transmitter
frequency at 10% oﬀset, dB, more than
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
communication range, km, more than:
*in motion with the Р-168 БШДА antenna
*at station with the Р-168 ШДАМ antenna
(with the mast of 13m high)
frequency instability, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
Dimensions, mm:
* of the receiver-exciter
* of the transmitter
weight of the operating set, kg, less than
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30…107.975
25
1.0
80
0.02; 7.0; 40.0; 120.0
60
7
30
60
±2x10-6
3000
minus 40….+ 60
210x222x239
290x355x290
61
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AKVEDUK

“Р-168-УП” RADIO RECEIVER

Purpose

FM RADIORECEIVER

The Р-168 УП vehicular radio receiver provides open and secure radio communication in the radio network of tactical level
at mounting on wheeled or tracked vehicles with board mains of 27V.

Types of Operation:
FM telephony;
16 Kbps secure voice telephon;y
secure data reception at the rate from 1.2 to 16 Kbps.
Modes of Operation:
frequency hopping;
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies of a selected channel;
operation in composition of a repeater;
operation with noise suppressor;
operation with pulse interference suppressor;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
control by the remote control unit (Р-168ПУ, Р-168 СПУ-2 or, Р-168СПУ-3) via the cable of
up to 10 m length;
control by remote PC via the RS-232C interface;
automated functional testing.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV, better than
adjacent receive channels attenuation, dB, more than
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
communication range, km, more than:
*in motion with the Р-168 БШДА antenna
- at operation jointly with P-168-25У
- at operation jointly with P-168-100У
*at stop with the Р-168 ШДАМ antenna
- at operation jointly with P-168-25У
- at operation jointly with P-168-100У
relative frequency deviation, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
dimensions, mm
weight, kg, less than
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30…107.975
25
1.0
80
7
20
30
40
60
±2x10-6
4500
minus 50….+ 60
210x207x222
15
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AKVEDUK

“Р-168-25У-2” VEHICULAR RADIO SET

Purpose
The Р-168-25У-2 vehicular FM radio set provides open and secure radio communication with two independent receive and
transmit at mounting on wheeled or tracked vehicles.
Types of Operation:

-

FM telephony;
16 Kbps secure voice telephony;
secure data reception and transmission at the rate from 1.2 to 16 Kbps.

COMPLEX OF HF AND FM RADIO SETS

Modes of Operation:

-

simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
single- and multi-channel operation modes;
frequency hopping;
duplex with time division of channels;
automatic adaptive communication;
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies of a selected channel;
repeating;
operation with noise suppressor;
standby reception;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception and transmission of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
control by the remote control unit (Р-168 ПУ-2) via the cable of up to 10 m length;
control by remote PC via the RS-232C interface;
automated functional testing.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV, better than
response of spurious receive channels, dB, more than
output power of the transmitter (three levels), W, more than
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
communication range, km, more than:
*in motion with the P-168БШДА antenna
*at stop with the P-168 ШДАМ antenna
consumption current at transmission/reception, A, less than
relative frequency deviation, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
dimensions, mm
- VUFUS unit
weight of the operating set, kg, less than
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30…107.975
25
1.4
80
2.0; 5.0; 8.0
7
20
40
13/3
±1.0x10-6
4500
minus 40….+ 60
428x248x239
35
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AKVEDUK

“Р-168-25У-2” VEHICULAR RADIO SET
(the forth execution)

Purpose
The digital multi-channel FM radio set with two independent receive and transmit paths is intended to provide open and
secure radio communication at mounting on wheeled or tracked vehicles.
Types of Operation:

-

FM telephony;
16 Kbps secure voice telephony;
secure data reception and transmission at the rate from 1.2 to 16 Kbps.

Modes of Operation:

-

simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
single- and multi-channel operation modes;
frequency hopping;
duplex with time division of channels;
automatic adaptive communication;
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies of a selected channel;
repeating;
operation with noise suppressor;
standby reception;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception and transmission of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
control by the remote control unit (Р-168 ПУ-2) via the cable of up to 10 m length;
control by remote PC via the RS-232C interface;
automated functional testing;
pager data transmission.

FM RADIO SET

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV, better than
response of spurious receive channels, dB, more than
output power of the transmitter, W, more than
* range I
* range II
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
communication range, km, more than:
*in range I:
in motion with the P-168БШПА antenna
at stop with the P-168 ШДАМ antenna
*in range II:
at increased power
at rated power
relative frequency deviation, less than
consumption current at transmission/reception, A, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
dimensions, mm
- VUFUS unit
weight of the operating set, kg, less than
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30…108 and 390...440
25
1.4
110
40
30
7
20
40
15
8
±4.5x10-6
20/3
4500
minus 40….+ 55
428x248x239
30
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AKVEDUK

“Р-168-100У-2” VEHICULAR RADIO SET

Purpose
The Р-168-100У-2 vehicular FM radio set provides open and secure radio communication in the radio network of tactical
level at mounting on wheeled and tracked vehicles.
Types of Operation:

COMPLEX OF HF AND FM RADIO SETS

-

FM telephony;
16 Kbps secure voice telephony;
secure data reception and transmission at the rate from 1.2 to 16 Kbps.

Modes of Operation:

-

simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
single- and multi-channel operation modes;
frequency hopping;
duplex with time division of channels;
automatic adaptive communication;
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies of a selected channel;
repeating;
operation with noise suppressor;
standby reception;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception and transmission of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
control by the remote control unit (Р-168 ПУ-2) via the cable of up to 10 m length;
control by remote PC via the RS-232C interface;
automated functional testing.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV, better than
response of spurious receive channels, dB, more than
output power of the transmitter (four levels), W, more than
consumption current at transmission/reception, A, less than
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
communication range, km, more than:
*in motion with the P-168 БШДА antenna
*at stop with the P-168 ШДАМ antenna
relative frequency deviation, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
dimensions, mm
- VUFUS unit
- UM-100 power ampliﬁer unit
weight of the operating set, kg, less than
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30…107.975
25
1.4
110
2.0; 5.0; 8.0; 40.0
13/3
7
30
60
±1x10-6
4500
minus 40….+ 50
428x248x239
394x217x255
60
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AKVEDUK

“Р-168-5УT-2” VEHICULAR RADIO SET

Purpose
The Р-168-5УT-2 vehicular FM radio is intended to provide open and secure conﬁdential radio communication on the
squadron-battalion-regiment level of tactical control links.

HF RADIO SET

Type of operations:
FM telephony;
FM telephony with date encryption;
data transmission.
Modes of Operation:
simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
single- and multi-channel operation modes;
automatic adaptive communication;
frequency hopping;
duplex with time division of channels;
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies;
operation with noise suppressor;
repeating with time division of channels;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception and transmission of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
control via remote telephone;
control by remote PC via the RS-232C interface;
voice information reporting system to comment operator's actions;
control by the remote control unit
interactive mode;
automated functional testing;
energy-saving reception;
emergency data cancellation.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV, better than
attenuation of adjacent receive channels, dB, more than
output power of the transmitter (three levels), W, more than
attenuation of the harmonic component of
the transmitter frequency at 10% oﬀset, dB, more than
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
communication range, km, more than:
* in open analog modes with a ﬁshbone antenna
* in secure digital modes with a ﬁshbone antenna
* in open analog modes with the AШ-1,5 antenna
* in secure digital modes with the AШ-1,5 antenna
relative frequency deviation, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
transceiver dimensions, mm
weight of the operating set, kg, less than
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30…107.975
25
0.8
40
0.25; 2.0; 8.0
40
7
20
16
10
8
±1x10-6
7000
minus 40….+ 50
210x95x175
9.5
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AKVEDUK

“Р-168-100КА” VEHICULAR RADIO SET

Purpose

HF RADIO COMPLEX OF HF AND FM RADIO SETS

The Р-168-100КА vehicular FM radio set provides open and secure radio communication in the radio network of tactical
level at mounting on wheeled or tracked vehicles with board mains of 27V.
Types of Operation:
telephony with SSB modulation;
16 Kbps secure voice telephony;
telegraphy with frequency shift keying ЧТ-200, ЧТ-500;
amplitude telegraphy.
Modes of Operation:
simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
single- and multi-channel operating modes;
frequency hopping;
duplex with time division of channels;
automatic adaptive communication;
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies of a selected channel;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception and transmission of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
standby reception;
control by the remote control unit (Р-168ПK);
control by remote PC via the RS-232C interface;
automated functional testing.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

-

-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV
* in telephone operation modes
* in telegraph operation modes
response of spurious receive channels, dB, more than
output power of the transmitter (two levels), W, more than
attenuation of sinusoidal component of the transmitter frequency at 10% oﬀset, dB, more than
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
communication range, km, more than:
*in motion with the АШ-4 antenna
*at stop with dipole antenna
(with P-168MK mast)
relative frequency deviation, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
dimensions, mm:
* transceiver
* automated matching device АСУ-100КА
* power supply unit
weight of the operating set, kg, less than
* transceiver
* automated matching device АСУ-100КА
* power supply unit
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1.5…29.9999
0,1
2.0
1.5
90
10.0; 100.0
60
12
25...60
350
±3x10-7
3000
minus 40….+ 60
410x260x285
446x295x250
175x263x285
28
19
9
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AKVEDUK

“Р-168-100КБ(Т)” VEHICULAR RADIO SET

Purpose

HF RADIO COMPLEX OF HF AND FM RADIO SETS

The Р-168-100КБ(Т) vehicular HF radio set provides open and secure radio communication in the radio network of tactical
level at mounting on armored vehicles with board mains of 27V.
Types of Operation:
telephony with SSB modulation;
secure voice telephony;
telegraphy with frequency shift keying ЧТ-200, ЧТ-500;
amplitude telegraphy.
Modes of Operation:
simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
frequency hopping
automatic adaptive communication
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies of a selected channel;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception and transmission of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
standby reception;
control by the remote control unit (Р-168ПK) via the cable of 10m length;
automated functional testing.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

-

-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV
* in telephone operation modes
* in telegraph operation modes
response of spurious receive channels, dB, more than
output power of the transmitter (two levels), W, more than
attenuation of sinusoidal component of the transmitter frequency at 10% oﬀset, dB, more than
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
communication range, km, more than:
*in motion with the АШ-4 antenna
*at stop with dipole antenna
(with P-168MK mast)
relative frequency deviation, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
dimensions, mm:
* transceiver
* automated matching device АСУ-100КБ(Т)
* power supply unit
weight of the operating set, kg, less than
* transceiver
* automated matching device АСУ-100КБ(Т)
* power supply unit
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1.5…29.9999
0.1
2.0
1.5
90
10,0; 50.0
60
12
25...50
350
±3x10-6
4000
minus 40….+ 60
410x300x285
230x225x90
175x263x285
30
3.3
9
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SNIPER

“Р-168-0,5УС” HANDHELD RADIO SET

PORTABLE RADIO COMPLEX OF HF AND FM RADIO SETS

Purpose
The Р-168-0,5УС handheld FM radio set provides open and secure radio communication on one of eight preset channels
as between the members of a group, so between the adjacent groups.

Types of Operation:
FM telephony;
16 Kbps secure voice telephony;
secure data reception and transmission at the rate of 16 Kbps.
Modes of Operation:
simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
operation with noise suppressor;
automated radio data recording;
scanning reception of 4 preset frequencies;
energy-saving reception;
operation at 8 preset channels;
reception and transmission of voice calls;
voice information reporting system (number of channel and operation mode);
battery status indicator.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV
attenuation of adjacent channels ,dB, more than
output power of the transmitter, W, more than
rejection of spurious component of the transmitter frequency, dB, more than
continuous operation with Ni-Cad battery of 6НКГЦ-0.94 type,
hours, more than
communication range, km
relative frequency deviation, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
dimensions of transceiver with battery, mm:
weight of the operating set with battery, kg, less than
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94…100
25
0.6
70
1.0
40
20
5
±5x10-6
10 000
minus 30….+ 55
58x143x40
0.4
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COMPLEX OF HF AND FM RADIO SETS

AKVEDUK

- SET
“Р-168-5УH-2” MANPACK RADIO

Purpose
The Р-168-5УH-2” manpack FM radio set is intended to provide open and secure conﬁdential radio communication on the
squadron-battalion-regiment level of tactical control links.
Types of Operation:
FM telephony;
FM telephony with date encryption;
data transmission.
Modes of Operation:
simplex;
two-frequency simplex;
single- and multi-channel operation modes;
automatic adaptive communication;
frequency hopping;
duplex with time division of channels;
scanning reception of 8 preset frequencies;
operation with noise suppressor;
repeating with time division of channels;
manual and automated radio data recording;
reception and transmission of conference, address and voice calls;
operation at 8 preset channels;
control via remote telephone;
control by remote PC via the RS-232C interface;
voice information reporting system to comment operator's actions;
control by the remote control unit
interactive mode;
automated functional testing;
energy-saving reception;
emergency data cancellation.

Basic Speciﬁcations:
-

-

frequency range, MHz
frequency spacing, kHz
receiver sensitivity, µV, better than
attenuation of adjacent receive channels, dB, more than
output power of the transmitter (three levels), W, more than
attenuation of the harmonic component of the transmitter frequency at 10% oﬀset, dB, more than
non-linear distortion factor of telephone channel, %, less than
continuous operation with Ni-Cad battery of 6НКГЦ-0.94 type,
hours, more than
communication range, km
* in open analog modes with a ﬁshbone antenna
* in secure digital modes with a ﬁshbone antenna
* in open analog modes with the AШ-1,5 antenna
* in secure digital modes with the AШ-1,5 antenna
relative frequency deviation, less than
mean time between failures, h, more than
operating temperature range, deg. C
dimensions of transceiver, mm:
weight of the operating set , kg, less than
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30…107.975
25
0.8
40
0.25; 2.0; 8.0
40
7
20
20
16
10
8
±1x10-6
7 000
minus 40….+ 50
210x95x175
9.5
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OPTIONS

FILTER ФН-152
ФН-152 ﬁlter is intended for the HF jams suppression in the frequency range from 10 kHz to
10GHz in AC and DC circuits, as well as in pulse modes.

- rated voltage, V, less than
- rated current, A, less than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- relative humidity at t of 35 deg. C, %

50
25
minus 60….+ 85
98

P-168БАФ-25У FILTERS UNIT
P-168 БАФ-25У is intended to provide concurrent operation of two FM radio means on one allband antenna in the frequency range from 30 to 108MHz.
- subranges of concurrent operation, MHZ
*position I of "зи" toggle-switch
* position II of "зи" toggle-switch
- passband attenuation, dB, less than
- own stand wave ratio relative to 50 Ohm impedance, less than
- bypass between radio means, dB, more than
- mean time between failures, h, more than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- dimensions, mm:
- weight, kg, less than

30…52 and 60..108
30…80 and 92..108
1.5
1.7
20
30 000
minus 50…+ 60
200x288x120
5.5

P-168БАФ-25У(1) FILTERS UNIT
P-168 БАФ-25У(1) is intended to provide concurrent operation of two FM radio means on
one all-band antenna in the frequency range from 30 to 108MHz.

OPTIONS

- subranges of concurrent operation, MHz
- passband attenuation, dB, less than
- own stand wave ratio relative to 50 Ohm impedance, less than
- bypass between radio means, dB, more than
- mean time between failures, h, more than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- dimensions, mm:
- weight, kg, less than

30…52 and 60..108
1.5
1.6
20
30 000
minus 50…+ 60
216x123x86
2.1

FILTER UNIT P-168БАФ-100У FILTERS UNIT
P-168 БАФ-100У is intended to provide concurrent operation of two FM radio means on one
wideband antenna in the frequency range from 30 to 108MHz.
- subranges of concurrent operation, MHz
*position I of "зи" toggle-switch
* position II of "зи" toggle-switch
- passband attenuation, dB, less than
- own stand wave ratio relative to 50 Ohm impedance, less than
- bypass between radio means, dB, more than
- mean time between failures, h, more than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- dimensions, mm:
- weight, kg, less than
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1.5
1.7
20
30 000
minus 50…+ 60
200x330x165
12.5
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OPTIONS

Р-168ПУ CONTROL PANEL
The Р-168 ПУ control panel is intended for the remote control of one of the FM radio
communication means : P-168УП; P-168-25У or P-168-100У.

- range of remote control, m
- mean time between failures, h, more than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- dimensions, mm:
- weight, kg, less than

10
10 000
minus 40….+ 60
217x165x56
1.7

Р-168ПУ2 PANEL
Р-168 ПУ2 control panel is intended for the remote control of all functionalities of the FM radio
communication means P-168-25У2 and P-168-100У-2

- range of remote control, m
- mean time between failures, h, more than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- dimensions, mm:
- weight, kg, less than

10
10 000
minus 40….+ 60
217x175x40
2.0

Р-168CПУ-2 CONTROL PANEL
Р-168 CПУ-2 control panel is intended for the alternate remote control of two FM radio
communication means P-168-УП, P-168-5УB, P-168-25У or P-168-100У in any combination.

- range of remote control, m
- mean time between failures, h, more than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- dimensions, mm:
- weight, kg, less than

10
10 000
minus 40….+ 60
220x223x54
2.3

Р-168ПK CONTROL PANEL
Р-168ПK control panel is intended for remote control of the HF radio sets P-168-5KB,
P-168-100KA or P-168-100КБ.

OPTIONS

- range of remote control, m
- mean time between failures, h, more than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- dimensions, mm:
- weight, kg, less than

10
15 000
minus 50….+ 60
220x190x53
1.85

Р-168 ППРД PANEL
Р-168 ППРД panel is intended for manual setting or correction of radio data for all types of
portable or vehicular radio sets of the P-168 radio communication complex and storage of the data in
УВРД-О and УВРД-П devices.
- сurrent consumption from the board mains, mA, less than
- сurrent consumption from the 220V mains, mA, less than
- mean time between failures, h, more than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- dimensions, mm:
- weight, kg, less than
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OPTIONS

P-168 УВРД-О DEVICE
P-168 УВРД-О device is intended for storage and input of radio data in portable and vehicular
radio sets of the P-168 communication complex via optical link.
- current consumption from accumulator, mA
- RAM capacity, Kbyte
- mean time between failures, h, more than
- operating temperature range, deg. C
- dimensions, mm:
- weight, kg, less than

50
32
40 000
minus 40….+ 60
164x58x40
0.6

ANTENNA P-168 ШДАМ
All-band mast Р-168 ШДАМ antenna serves for operation with FM radio sets in the frequency
range from 30 to 108 MHz.

- standing wave ratio in the frequency range
from 30 to 108MHz relative to wave
- impedance of 50Ohm, less than
- beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal plane
- watts input, W, max
- dimensions of the antenna deployed, mm, less than
- weight, kg, less than

3.5
circular
600
5200 x 3000 x 3000
16.0

P-168 БШДА ANTENNA
All-band board P-168 БШДА antenna is intended for operation in mobile objects jointly with
vehicular FM means of radio communication.
- standing wave ratio in the frequency range
from 30 to 108MHz relative to wave
- beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal plane
- impedance of 50Ohm, less than
- watts input, W, less than
- dimensions of the antenna, mm, less than
- weight, kg, less than

circular
3.5
500
2916 x 116 x 116
8.0

ANTENNA АШ-4

OPTIONS

АШ-4 whip antenna serves to operate with the HF transceiving radio equipment.
- standing wave ratio in the frequency range
from 2 to 80MHz relative to wave
- impedance of 75Ohm, less than
- beam pattern of the antenna in horizontal plane
- watts input, W, max
- dimensions of the antenna, mm, less than
- weight, kg, less than
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3.5
circular
300
4180
4.0
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